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A discussion or meet1ng can be exc1tl /!!-iid"il:G..o- productive- -or it can bore members and chairman
alike . The outcome may depend upon how well y ou
as a leader can avoid these "discussion traps. 11

e SLOW START - If your group has little
knowledge of the meeting's purpose or if your in troductor y statement is poor, a slow start r esults .
Two useful rules to remember ar e :
-- give as much information as possible about
the topic to y our g roup before the meeting.
- -prepar e a careful introduction that clearly
establishes goals.

e A FEW PARTICIPANTS MONOPOLIZE
TIME - Because discuss1on involves a pooling of
ideas, try to get as many opinions on a topic as
possible. But don't expect everyone to participate
equally . To encourage participation b y everyone:
-- ask questions of a less vocal member of the
group or ask him to react to someone e ls e 's c omment.
- - direct discussion away from anyone who
wishes to dominate it.
- - establish an informal atmosph e re.

e WAN DERING FROM THE PROBLEM - When
a highly interesting matter comes up or when a
problem appears , people often discuss unr e lat ed
matters . To avoid time - consuming excursions a way
from the subject:
- - be sure the meeting's purpose is kept be for e
the group.
- - frequently summarize the meeting 's progress .
-- point out tactfully when comments ar e irr e levant.

e INTEREST LEVEL DROPS - An uninterest ing discussion is seldom successful. To maintain
interest throughout the meeting:
-- be sure the discussion does not remain too
l ong on a single point .
- -keep contributions of any one person down to
a reasonabl e amount; no member should make a
"long talk" if it can possibly be avoided.
-- use visual aids and examples when diffi cult
material is discussed.

--k eep the meeting short.
--be sure the physical surroundings are comfortable .
-- be sure everyone participates .

e DISCUSSION BECOMES TOO HEATEDSometimes an argurnent may be constructive by
promoting interest and by focusing the probl m .
Howe ver , arguments that result in dislike among
members can destroy a successful discussion. To
a v oid this trap:
--ass ume that every member acts in good faith
when he speaks .
-- believe that any comment represents material worth considering .
--summa ri ze the position a n'lember is taking
in w ords th at make his viewpoint merit respect.
--h e lp arguing members cornpromise their
diffe r ences .

e I NSUFFICIEN T OR INACCURATE INFORMATION - A good discussion depends upon information; without it there is lots of disagreem nt
but lit tl e progress . Therefore, all available facts
and evidence shoul d be provided to the group. As
the g roup l eader, follow these steps :
-- bring all the resources you can to the me ting.
-- encourage any members with sp cial insights
to attend.
--invite all members to bring their information
to the meeting .
-- bring out important information during the
meeting by use of questions , if necessary .
I naccurate information becomes a less severe
prob l em as the amount of accurate material rises,
because any member presenting inaccurate facts
is qui ckly corrected by the group. Usually, the
chairman should not challenge the accuracy himself but let another member do it .
•
TOO LONG - After a short period of mental
effort, most people reach a low efficiency level.
After an hour, few discussions are still really
productive. Although most discussions, even good
ones, waste some time , you can promote an effic i ent use of time if you:

- -check to be sure the question being consid ered is clearly understood. If you state it at the
beginning and repeat it after a while, members will
be kept from straying from the subject.
- -divide the subject area into sections and
estimate about how much time is available for
each . D4ring the discussion you will know whether
to encourage the group to move from one subject
to another.
-- summarize frequently to keep the group
a wa r e o f the general pr o gress being made.

--t ell the group directly about the time problem for they are the last on s to want a long m
ting .
--wat ch for signs th at the group agre s on th
subj ect discussed because they will usually continue discussion after they agree.
-- prepare an informal summary of the whole
dis c ussion as you listen by taking down notes
which will help you bring the discussion to an end.
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